- TENNIS FOR FREE SCHEME QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

What is TFF?

A weekly free community tennis
session delivered on public or private
facility tennis courts. There are two
options: TFF (for all members of the
community) or TFF Lite (for 12 years
and over).

Who covers the
costs?
TFF cover all costs including the
hourly rates of those delivering the
session, the equipment, the storage
box, PR campaign and PR materials.
In short, everything required to run
the weekly sessions.

How long are the
sessions and when
are they??
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TFF is 90mins run at weekends.
TFF Lite is 60mins and can be run
at weekends or a 6pm-7pm slot
on weekdays. The scheme would
run for a minimum of a year and
hopefully many years as the
community grows.

Who runs the
weekly sessions?
One (TFF Lite) or three (TFF) coaches
and assistants deliver the weekly
sessions. They are dbs checked,
qualified, trained and insured to run
the weekly sessions.

Any expectations from
Council / Court Operator?
All we’re looking for is Support +
Encouragement, 3 Tennis Courts every
week for 90 minutes (or 2 courts &
60mins for TFF Lite) + some additional
FREE court access for others wanting
to play tennis at other times of the
week.

Where can I find
more info?

There’s an Understanding TFF
Document that outlines everything
about the scheme and our website
contains everything about us: https://
tennisforfree.com

What Does TFF
Provide?

PR MATERIALS

COURT FENCE BANNERS

STRONGBOX STORAGE & EQUIPMENT (TFF session only)
E FLYERS

COURT FENCE POSTERS

A5 FLYERS

FUNDING FOR TFF SESSION DELIVERERS
5 ft, 4 ft, 2 ft
215 kg

CENTRAL SUPPORT

A central support team for Site
set up, PR campaign, coach
training and support

YOUR TFF SITE CAN MAKE A HUGE DIFFERENCE IN YOUR COMMUNITY, WE PROVIDE EVERYTHING YOU NEED
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CONTACT US AT: SUPPORT@TENNISFORFREE.COM

